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as well as 74 topi s or queries. What made these
queries parti ularly interesting and hallenging was
that they were true multimedia queries as they all
had video lips, images, or audio lips as part of the
query, in addition to a text des ription. Parti ipating
groups used a variety of te hniques to mat h these
multimedia queries against the video dataset, some
running fully automated te hniques and others involving users in intera tive sear h experiments.
As might be expe ted for the rst running of su h
a tra k, the framework was a bit unorthodox by the
standards of mature TREC tra ks. Parti ipating
groups ontributed signi ant amounts of work toward the reation of the tra k infrastru ture. Sear h
systems were alled upon to handle a very wide variety of topi types. We hoped exploring more of
the possible territory, though it de reased the likelihood of de nitive out omes in any one area this year,
would still generate some interesting results and more
importantly provide a good foundation for a more foused tra k in TREC-2002.
In TREC-2001, parti ipating groups were invited
to test their systems one or more of the following
three tasks/evaluations.
 Shot boundary dete tion

Introdu tion

New in TREC-2001 was the Video Tra k, the goal
of whi h was to promote progress in ontent-based
retrieval from digital video via open, metri s-based
evaluation. The tra k built on publi ly available
video provided by the Open Video Proje t of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill under Gary
Mar hionini (Mar hionini, 2001), the NIST Digital
Video Library (Over, 2001), and sto k shot video
provided for TREC-2001 by the British Broad asting
Corporation (Ri hard Wright et al). The tra k used
very ni e work on shot boundary evaluation done as
part of the ISIS Coordinated Resear h Proje t (AIM,
2001).
This paper is an introdu tion to the tra k framework | the tasks, data, and measures. For information about results, see the tables asso iated with the
onferen e pro eedings.
TREC resear h has remained true to its late twentieth entury origins, on entrating on retrieval of
text do uments with only o asional ex ursions into
other media: spoken do uments and images of do uments. Using TREC as an in ubator, the Video
Tra k has pushed into true multimedia territory with
respe t to formulation of sear h requests, analysis
 Sear h (fully automati or intera tive)
of multimedia material to be sear hed (video, audio,
trans ripts, text in video, musi , natural sound, et ),
{ Using known-item topi s or queries
ombination of sear h strategies, and in some ases
{
Using general topi s or queries
presentation of results to a human sear her.
The TREC video tra k had 12 parti ipating See the \Approa hes" se tion for a list of the 12 pargroups, 5 from US, 2 from Asia and 5 from Europe. 11 ti ipating groups and information on their systems.
hours of MPEG-1 data was olle ted and distributed Details about ea h task follow here.
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assign ea h to one of the following ategories:

Shot boundary dete tion

ut - no transition, i.e., last frame of one shot followed immediately by rst of next shot, no fade
or ombination

Movies on lm sto k are omposed of a series of still
pi tures (frames) whi h, when proje ted, the human
brain smears together so we see motion or hange.
Digital video is also organized into frames - usually 25
or 30 per se ond. Above the frame, the next largest
unit of video both synta ti ally and semanti ally is
alled the shot. A half hour of video, in a TV program for example, an ontain several hundred shots.
A shot was originally the lm produ ed during a single run of a amera from the time it was turned on
until it was turned o or a subsequen e thereof as sele ted by a lm editor. The new possibilities o ered
by digital video have blurred this de nition somewhat, but shots, as per eived by a human, remain a
basi unit of video, useful in a variety of ways.
Work on algorithms for automati ally re ognizing
and hara terizing shot boundaries has been going
on for some time with good results for many sorts of
data and espe ially for abrupt transitions. Software
has been developed and evaluations of various methods against the same test olle tion have been published e.g., using 33 minutes total from 5 feature lms
(Aigrain & Joly, 1994); 3.8 hrs total from television
entertainment programming, news, feature movies,
ommer ials, and mis ellaneous (Bore zky & Rowe,
1996); 21 minutes total from a variety of a tion,
animation, omedy, ommer ial, drama, news, and
sports video drawn from the Internet (Ford, 1999);
an 8-hour olle tion of mixed TV broad asts from an
Irish station re orded in June, 1998 (Browne et al.,
2000).
An open evaluation of shot boundary determination systems was designed by the OT10.3 Themati
Operation (Evaluation and Comparison of Video
Shot Segmentation Methods) of the GT10 Working
Group (Multimedia Indexing) of the ISIS Coordinated Resear h Proje t in 1999 using 2.9 hours total
from 8 television news, advertising, and series videos
(Ruiloba, Joly, Mar hand-Maillet, & Quenot, 1999).
2.1

dissolve - the rst shot fades out
fades in

while

fadeout/in - the rst shot fades out,
ond fades in

the se ond

then

the se -

other - everything not in the previous ategories
The VirtualDub software (Lee, 2001) was used in the
Mi rosoft Windows environment to view the videos
and frame numbers. The VirtualDub website ontains information about VirtualDub and the MPEG
de oder it uses. Twenty of the videos (from the BBC
sto k shot olle tion) had no internal transitions and
thus no shot boundaries. The olle tion used for
evaluation of shot boundary determination ontains
594179 frames and 3176 transitions with the following breakdown as to type (using the post- onferen e
orre ted referen e data):
 2066 | hard uts (65%)
 975 | dissolves (30.7%)
 54 | fades to bla k and ba k (1.7%)
 81 | other (2.6%)

The proportion of gradual transitions is about twi e
that reported by Bore zky and Rowe (1996) and
Ford (1999). Gradual transitions are generally harder
to re ognize than abrupt ones. Table 1 lists the
videos with title, sour e olle tion, le name, size
in megabytes, and run time (mm:ss). Note that
the referen e data for the video \A new Horizon"
(bor10) turned out to have been inadvertently trunated. Consequently, no results for it were ready until
immediately after the TREC-2001 workshop.

Data

2.2

The shot boundary test olle tion for this year's
TREC task omprises about half the videos in the
overall olle tion so that ea h series is represented.
The videos are mostly of a do umentary nature but
vary in their age, produ tion style, and quality. There
are 42 videos en oded in MPEG-1 with a total runtime of about 5.8 hours and a total size of 3.34 gigabytes.
The referen e data was reated by a student at
NIST whose task was to identify all transitions and

Evaluation

Submissions were ompared to the shot boundary referen e data using a modi ed version of the proto ol
proposed for the OT10.3 Themati Operation (Evaluation and Comparison of Video Shot Segmentation
Methods) of the GT10 Working Group (Multimedia
Indexing) of the ISIS Coordinated Resear h Proje t.
The version used in TREC has the following features:
 A short gradual transition (less than 6 frames)

was treated as a ut

2

the shot boundary determination task.

Table 1: Shot Boundary Determination Test Colle tion

Varying frame numbering

Shot Boundary Test Videos
Title

Source

File

Challenge at Glen Canyon

OV

bor03

Size
(MB)
240.5

Run time
(mm:ss)
26:56

The Great Web of Water

OV

bor08

251.0

28:07

A new Horizon

OV

bor10

149.4

16:44

The Rio Grande - Ribbon of Life

OV

bor12

121.9

13:39

Lake Powell - Jewel of the Colorado

OV

bor17

247.2

27:41

NASA 25th Anniversary Show - Seg. 5

OV

anni005

66.9

6:19

NASA 25th Anniverary Show - Seg. 9

OV

anni009

72.4

6:50

Spaceworks - Episode 3

OV

nad28

262.7

29:26

Spaceworks - Episode 6

OV

nad31

260.1

29.08

Spaveworks - Episode 8

OV

nad33

247.1

27:40

A&S Reports Tape 4 - Report 260

OV

nad53

128.0

14:20

A&S Reports Tape 5 - Report 264

OV

nad57

63.4

7:06

Senses and Sensitivity - Lecture 3

OV

senses111

484.1

48:16

Aircraft Hangar Fires...

NIST

ahf1

90.2

9:00

Enhanced Aerial Lift Controller

NIST

eal1

92.3

9:00

Portsmouth Flexible Manufacturing Workstation

NIST

pfm1

84.1

25 BBC stock shot videos
between 00:19 and 4:27 in length

BBC

---

Totals --->

353
3.342 GB

Di erent MPEG-1 de oders produ ed slightly di erent frame numbering from the same video sour e le.
This aused problems for evaluation of uts sin e, initially, exa t mat hes were required. A xed shift of
plus or minus 2 and then plus or minus 5 for an entire
le was used until eviden e was found that in some
ases the shift of frame numbers varied within a le.
The solution to this problem was eventually the algorithm des ribed above, immediately under \Evaluation". The TREC video mailing list was quite a tive on this point and ontributed to addressing the
problem. The appli ability of the 11-frame window
to new data, is unknown and as an alternative for the
future, a standard de oder or set of de oders ould
be mandated for determining frame numbers in the
submission. Workshop parti ipants generally felt this
would be impra ti al for them.

8:15
31:43
5.8 hrs.

Test olle tion available in advan e
 A submitted ut mat hed a referen e ut if the Although they did not know spe if ially whi h les

latter fell entirely within the boundaries of the would be used, the shot boundary test olle tion was
former after the former has been extended 5 available to the parti ipating groups long before the
frames on ea h end.
test began. Groups were reminded that systems to be
tested
ould not have been trained on any of the test
 Gradual transitions mat hed if the interse tion
olle
tion
les | standard resear h pra ti e anyway.
was at least 0.333 of the longer and 0.499 of the
It
would
however
be preferable in future to use test
shorter transition | the default values from the
video
not
generally
available before the test.
earlier ISIS evaluation s heme.
For the purposes of evaluation, the ategories were Single referen e
divided into two:
A se ond referen e set was started but ould not
 uts - uts
be ompleted in time. Finishing it would allow one
 graduals - dissolves, fades to bla k and ba k, and to gauge the variability in system evaluation due to
inter-annotator disagreements. For the nal results
other
we did he k the shot boundary referen e in ases
where more than a ouple systems told us there was
2.3
Measures
a transition we did not have. This resulted in the
For ontinuity with earlier work, the following mea- addition of 20 transitions. We also ompleted the
sures were al ulated by NIST: inserted transition referen e for the bor10.mpg le whi h had been inount, deleted transition ount, orre tion rate, dele- advertently trun ated.
tion rate, insertion rate, error rate, quality index, orre tion probability, re all, and pre ision. See Ruiloba
et al. (1999) for details on the de nitions of these 3 The Sear h Tasks
measures.
The sear h tasks in the Video Tra k were extensions
of their text-only analogues. The systems, some of
2.4
Issues/Lessons
whi h in luded a human in the loop, were presented
There were several unexpe ted issues that ropped with topi s | formatted des riptions of an informaup during the running and subsequent evaluation of tion need | and were asked to return a list of shots
3

from the videos in the test olle tion whi h met the
need.
In the ase of the Video Tra k, the topi s ontained
not only text but possibly examples (in luding video,
audio, images) of what is needed. The topi s expressed a very wide variety of needs for video lips:
of a parti ular obje t or lass of obje ts, of an a tivity/event or lass of a tivities/events, of a parti ular
person, of a kind of lands ape, on a parti ular subje t, using a parti ular amera te hnique, answering
a fa tual question, et . See Table 3 for an overview
of the topi s and their makeup.
The boundaries for units of retrieval to be identi ed
- shots - were not prede ned for all systems and ea h
system made its own independent judgment of what
frame sequen es onstituted a relevant shot. This had
important onsequen es for evaluation.
The evaluation of video retrieval, whether for
known-items or general sear hing, presents a larger, if
not harder, set of problems than evaluations of textonly retrieval and we are not aware of any other large,
open evaluation of ontent-based retrieval from digital video. Wide-spread use of video data, when it
exists, is often limited by ost and intelle tual property rights. Details about ea h of the tasks follow.
Although the tra k de ided early on that it should
work with more than text from audio, systems
were allowed to use trans ripts reated by automati
spee h re ognition (ASR). Any group whi h did this
had to submit a run without the ASR or one using
only ASR | as a baseline. At least two groups used
ASR.
3.1

Table 2: Additional video to be sear hed
Additional test videos
Title

File

The Colorado

OV

bor02

Size
(MB)
178.3

The Story of Hoover Dam

OV

bor07

246.1

27:24

Wetlands Regained

OV

bor09

126.5

14:01

Giant on the Bighorn

OV

bor11

125.4

14:03

Take Pride in America

OV

bor14

103.0

11:32

How Water Won the West

OV

bor19

100.8

11:17

NASA 25th Anniverary Show - Seg. 6

OV

anni006

97.6

9:13

NASA 25th Anniverary Show - Seg. 10

OV

anni010

184.8

17:27

Spaceworks - Episode 5

OV

nad30

266.1

29:48

Spaceworks - Episode 7a

OV

nad32

259.3

29.03

A&S Reports Tape 4 - Report 259

OV

nad52

129.7

14:31

A&S Reports Tape 4 - Report 262

OV

nad55

131.2

14:41

A&S Reports Tape 5 - Report 265

OV

nad58

68.8

7:42

Senses and Sensitivity - Lecture 4

OV

senses114

486.4

48:30

Run time
(mm:ss)
19:58

Telepresence Miscoscopy

NIST

dbe1

94.3

12:30

NIST in 5 Minutes and 41 Seconds

NIST

n5m1

65.9

5:41

A Decade of Business Excellence for America

NIST

ure1

85.1

8:50

A Uniquely Rewarding Experience

NIST

ydh1

128.1

12:23

25 BBC stock shot videos
between 00:11 and 3:40 in length

BBC

---

301.8

27:08

Totals --->

2.96 GB

5.4 hrs.

tra k's s enario envisioned allowing the sear her to
use a ombination of other media in des ribing his
or her need. How one might do this naturally and
e e tively is an open question.
For a number of pra ti al reasons, the topi s were
reated by the parti ipants. This was not an easy
or qui k pro ess. Ea h group was asked to formulate
ve or more topi s they ould imagine being used by
someone sear hing a large video ar hive. Twelve sets
of topi s were submitted. NIST submitted topi s as
well, did some sele tion, and negotiated revisions. All
the topi s were pooled and all systems were expe ted
to run on the union, if at all possible. The worstase s enario in whi h ea h group found it's topi s
too easy and everyone else's topi s too hard to learn
something did not o ur. Several groups found their
own topi s quite hallenging and most groups had
some su ess with topi s other than their own.
All topi s ontained a text des ription of the user
information need. Examples in other media were optional. There were indi ators of the appropriate proessing. And nally, if the need was on eived as a
hunt for one or more known-items, then the list of
known-items was in luded. Here is a summary of the
topi layout:

Data to be sear hed

The test olle tion for the sear h task onsisted of the
olle tion used for the shot boundary determination
task plus another six or so hours of similar video as
listed in Table 2. The only manually reated information that sear h systems were allowed to use was
that whi h was already as part of the test olle tion,
namely: the existing trans ripts asso iated with the
NIST les and the existing des riptions asso iated
with the BBC material.
3.2

Source

Topi s

The topi s were designed as multimedia des riptions
of an information need, su h as someone sear hing
a large ar hive of video might have in the ourse of
olle ting material to in lude in a larger video or to
answer questions. Today this may be done largely by
sear hing des riptive text reated by a human when
the video material was added to the ar hive. The

 Text des ription of the information need
 Examples of what is needed

{ video lip illustrating what is needed
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Table 3: Overview of topi s
Topic
#

Interactive

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Automatic

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Number of examples

Text description of needed information/shot

Video

number of spikes on Statue of Liberty’s crown
liftoff of the Space Shuttle
vehicle traveling on the moon
mountains as prominent scenery
water skiing
scenes with a yellow boat
pink flower
the planet Jupiter
people who are water skiing
swimming pools
people on the beach
surface of Mars
speaker talking in front of the US flag
astronaut driving lunar rover over lunar surface
corn on the cob
deer with its antlers
airliner landing
John Deere tractor
lunar rover from Apollo missions
pictures of Ron Vaughn, President of Vaughncraft
pictures of Ronald Reagan speaking
pictures of Harry Hertz
images of Lou Gossett, Jr.
all other pictures of R. Lynn Bonderant
scene from Star-Wars with R2D2 and 3CPO
given summary, find the full scene sequence
biplane flying over a field
sailing boat on a beach
hot air balloon in the sky
governmental buildings looking like Capitol
waterskier behind a speed boat
chopper landing
additional shots of white fort
Ronald Reagan reading speech about Space Shuttle
Where else does this person appear?
Where else does this person appear?
other examples of rocket and shuttle launches
other examples of fires
other examples of airplanes taking off
all monologue shots
all shots with at least 8 people
all shots with David J. Nash
all shots with a specific landscape: grassland
all shots with specific camera technique: pan & tilt
other shots of cityscapes
other shots of sailing boats
clips that deal with floods
overhead zooming-in views of canyons...
other clips from the lecture showing/explaining example graphic
other examples of natural outdoors scenes with birds
other examples of splashing water in natural outdoors environment
space shuttle on launch pad
pictures of the Perseus high altitude plane
clips showing Glen Canyon dam
pictures of Hoover Dam
clips of rockets taking off
footage of explosions, blasting of hillsides
additional shots of Lynn Bonderant
launch of the Space Shuttle
explosions in progress
environmental degradation
how long has Baldrige Award existed
clips of different interviewees
clips of different male interviewees
gradual shot changes
clips talking about water projects
segments of aircraft X-29
segment with a(n expert) person showing the X-29
logo of Northwest Airlines
identify the producer of each item
scenes with street traffic (cars, trucks, maybe people)
other similar clips containing a rocket launch
all shots with a specific landscape: lake
all shots with specific camera technique: zoom

5

Image

Audio

10

1
2

2
8
5
4
1
6

4
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
2
2
1

Known
items

1

1
2
1
1
1
2
2
3
2
3

3

4
2
5
4
2
3
2
5
1
1
5
2

1
2
1
1

1
1
1

1
2
3
1
1
1
1
7
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
9
8
7
6
1
1
2
1
1
3
3

1
1
4
2
5
4
7
1
1
1
11
7

7
3

10
10
2
3

1
1
1

60
1
3

7
4
1
1
2
2

3

5
5
5
1

2
2
1

10
1
2
3
18

{ still image illustrating what is needed
{ audio illustrating what is needed

Table 4: Stability of known-item sear h system rankings as mat h parameter settings vary

 Pro essing re ommendations

Kendall’s tau for recall-ranked systems by matching-parameter settings

{ indi ation of whether topi is for intera tive
pro essing
{ indi ation of whether topi is for automati
pro essing

KI,RI settings

of

0.923

0.666, 0.333

0.666, 0.666

0.881

0.814

0.838

0.876

0.666, 0.333

0.890

0.666, 0.666
Kendall’s tau for precision-ranked systems by matching-parameter settings
KI,RI settings

If examples to illustrate the information need were
in luded then these were to ome from outside the
test data. They ould be taken from NIST or OpenVideo material not part of the test olle tion or from
other publi domain sour es. If the example ame
from the test olle tion, the topi 's text des ription
was to be su h that using a video quotation from the
test olle tion is plausible, e.g., \I want to nd all the
OTHER shots dealing with X." A sear h for a single
shot ould not be des ribed with example video or
images from the target shot.
Evaluation

0.333, 0.666

0.333, 0.666

 list of known-items, if any de ned

3.3

0.333, 0.333

0.333, 0.333

0.333, 0.333
0.333, 0.666

0.333, 0.333

0.333, 0.666

0.957

0.666, 0.333

0.666, 0.666

0.914

0.876

0.900

0.900

0.666, 0.333

0.942

0.666, 0.666

topi s and may or may not in lude a human in the
loop though we are dealing with rather small di eren es. It may be worth noting that the ranking of
the systems/runs based on these values appear to be
fairly stable a ross di erent mat h parameter settings
as measured by Kendall's tau (see Table 4).

known-item

sear hes

The known-item sear h submissions were evaluated
by NIST using a variation of the algorithm used in the
shot boundary determination task. Mat hing a submitted item to a known-item de ned with the topi
was a fun tion of the length of the known-item, the
length of the submitted item, the length of the interse tion, and two variables:

3.4

Known-item measures

The measures al ulated for the evaluation of knownitem sear hing were pre ision and re all. It should be
noted that a result set item ould mat h more than
one known-item and a known-item ould mat h more
than one result set item. In al ulating pre ision,
redit was given if a result set item mat hed at least
one known-item. In al ulating re all, redit was
given for all known-items that a result item mat hed.
The number of known-items varied from 1 to 60 with
a mean of 5.63, so the upper bound on pre ision in a
result set of 100 items was quite low.

 KI overage: minimum value for the ratio of the

length of the interse tion to the length of the
known-item, i.e., how mu h of the known-item
was aptured by the submitted item

 RI overage: minimum value for the ratio of the

length of the interse tion to length of the submitted result item, i.e., how mu h of the submitted
result item was on target

3.5

The evaluation was run with four di erent settings
of the two variables | as examples. In the absen e of
an appli ation, a hoi e of parti ular settings would
be arbitrary. The four settings reported to parti ipants were the four ombinations of 0.333 and 0.666.
The pages at the ba k of the TREC-2001 pro eedings report results where the length of the interse tion
must be at least 0.666 of the length of the known-item
and at least 0.333 of the submitted item.
The performan e of systems/runs an't be ompared dire tly sin e they attempt di erent subsets of

Known-item issues/lessons

Evaluation of the known-item sear hes turned out to
be more diÆ ult than we anti ipated. Be ause neither the known-items nor the result items were hosen from a prede ned set of shot bounds or other
video segments, a parameterized mat hing pro edure
was de ned as des ribed above. It is not yet lear
if/how system performan e a ross a range of parameter settings is most usefully reported and depi ted.
If retrieval and evaluation ould be done in terms of a
reasonable set of prede ned segments, the mat hing
problem might be avoided.
6

Table 5:
Raw
(dis)agreements

ounts of video assessment Table 6: Raw ounts of intra-assessor assessment
(dis)agreements

Counts of assessor (dis)agreements by type
B: Relevant
A: Relevant
A: Not relevant

3.6

Intra-assessor (dis)agreements

B: Not relevant

1524

587

553

4729

Result
item
types
by
times
judged

Evaluation of general sear hes

Submissions for the general sear h topi s were evaluated by retired information analysts at NIST. They
were instru ted to familiarize themselves with the
topi material and then judge ea h submitted lip
relevant if it ontained material whi h met the need
expressed in the topi as they understood it, even if
there was non-relevant material present. Otherwise
they were told to judge the lip as not relevant. They
used web-based software developed at NIST to allow
them to (re)play the video, audio, and image examples in luded in the topi as well as the submitted
lips.
We had time to get a se ond set of judgments of
the submitted materials. The raw ounts of the ways
in whi h the pairs of assessments (dis)agree are as
shown in Table 5.
There were 7393 pairs of judgments. Overall, the
two assessors agreed 84.6% of the time. On average, if
either one of the assessors said the item was relevant,
the other agreed 72.8% of the time. On average, if
either one of the assessors said the item was not relevant, the other agreed 89.2% of the time. This is as
good or better than the agreement among assessors
judging text do uments as measured in TREC-2 and
TREC-4.

Total
items
of
each
type

Number
of
total
agreements

Number
of
disagreements

Disagreements
as percent of
total items

-----

-----

1

3849

-----

Not
Rel
-----

2

1633

564

1054

15

1%

3

91

29

59

3

3%

4

1

1

0

0

0%

Rel

On e the relevant referen e shots for ea h topi
has been identi ed, ea h submission was evaluated
against this partial list of relevant shots. The same
mat hing riteria as above were applied in de iding
whi h result items mat hed relevant referen e shots.
The table at the ba k of these pro eedings shows the
results of this pro edure.

3.8

General Sear h Issues/Lessons

No pooling

Some groups submitted runs from multiple related
systems whi h returned identi al shots. No attempt
was made to remove these sin e, la king prede ned
retrieval units, we did not expe t to be able to pool
results and so did not try. This means some shots
were assessed more than on e by the same assessor.
This set ould be looked at as a sort of \natural ex3.7
General Sear h Measures
periment" for information on within-assessor onsisten
y.
The measure al ulated for the evaluation general
sear hing was pre ision.
We also made an e ort to al ulate a partial re all
s ore. Ea h result item that was judged relevant and Interpretation of topi s
ame from a le overed by the shot boundary referen e was ompared to the shots de ned by the shot Questions from the assessors about how to interpret
boundary referen e. A referen e shot was marked as the topi s raised important issues in multimedia topi
relevant if at least one relevant result item mat hed formulation. Basi ally the problems had to do with
it. A result item mat hed if it overlapped with the the relationship between the text and non-textual
referen e shot and the overlap was at least one third parts of the topi . Often it was not lear that all
of the result item and at least two thirds of the refer- of the example was exemplary, but there was no way
en e shot. A result item ould mat h more than one to indi ate, even to a human, what aspe ts of the
example to emphasize or ignore.
referen e shot.
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 Imperial College (UK)

Approa hes in brief

SBD: used olour histograms but by omparisons
a ross a range of frame distan es, instead of the
usual adja ent frames;

The following are very short des riptions of the approa hes taken by ea h parti ipating resear h group.
For detailed information the reader should onsult
the relevant system- spe i paper in these pro eedings.

 Johns Hopkins University (US)

SBD: based on olour histogram and luminan e;
Sear h: treated video as a sequen e of still images and used olour histograms and texture to
mat h query images and topi video keyframes
vs. video data keyframes; no pro essing of text
or audio; no previous video experien e;

 Carnegie Mellon University

Sear h: with, and without, the Sphinx spee h
re ognition system, both automati and intera tive sear hes; Minor hanges to the Informedia system; Used olour histogram mat hing,
texture, video OCR, fa e dete tion and spee h
re ognition;

 Lowlands Group (NL)

Sear h: both automati and intera tive sear hing, used output from CMU spee h pro essing
plus re ognition of video text via OCR, dete tor
for the number of fa es on-s reen, amera motion
(pan, tilt, zoom), s ene dete tors, and models of
lazy, intera tive users;

 CLIPS IMAG Grenoble (Fr)

Shot boundary dete tion (SBD): where there is
signi ant motion between adja ent frames, uses
motion ompensation based on opti al ow, and
a photo ash dete tor, and a dissolve dete tor;

 Mi rosoft Resear h Asia (China)

SBD: working on un ompressed video, 2 te hniques for hard and for gradual shots, integrated
together; very elaborate SBD te hnique;

 Dublin City University (Irl)

SBD: some work on ma roblo k patterns but
only on partial dataset;

 University of Maryland (US)

Sear h: intera tive, to evaluate the e e tiveness of 3 di erent keyframe browsers (timeline,
slideshow, hierar hi al), used 30 real users, ea h
doing 12 topi s using 3 browsers ea h;

SBD: based on examining ma roblo k and DCT
oeÆ ients;
Sear h: temporal olour orrelogram (a olour
histogram with the spatio-temporal arrangement
of olours onsidered) is used to automati ally
retrieve from video topi examples;

 Fudan University (China)

SBD: used frame di eren es based on luminan e
and olour histograms;

 University of North Texas (US)

Sear h: for 17 topi s, al ulated amera motion,
fa e dete tion and re ognition, video text and
OCR, speaker re ognition and lustering, spee h
re ognition and speaker gender dete tion;

Sear h: did 13 of the general sear h topi s; used
a keyframe extra tor and an image retrieval tool
to mat h topi s whi h had exemplar video or images;

 Glasgow University (UK)

SBD: Examining the frequen y of o urren e of 5 Summing up and moving on
ma roblo k types on ompressed les, te hnique
The tra k revealed that there are still a lot of issues
not tuned to gradual transitions;
to be addressed su essfully when it omes to evaluating the performan e of retrieval on digital video
 IBM Groups Almaden and T.J. Watson (US)
information and it was en ouraging to see so mu h
SBD: used the IBM CueVideo toolkit;
interest from the ommunity who spe ialise in evaluSear h: with, and without, spee h re ognition, ation of intera tive retrieval, in what was a hieved in
automati and intera tive sear hing tasks; based the video tra k.
on the semi-automati onstru tion of models for
Overall, the tra k was a great su ess with more
di erent kinds of s enes, events and obje ts - ex- parti ipants than expe ted and the promise of even
tensive experiments;
more groups next year. However the real impa t of
8

the tra k was not in the measurement of the e e tiveness of one approa h to retrieval from digital video
ar hives over another approa h but was in the fa t
that we have now shown that there are several groups
working in this area worldwide who have the apability and the systems to support real information retrieval on large volumes of digital video ontent. This
year's TREC video tra k was a wonderful advertisement for what some urrent ontent-based video retrieval systems are apable of and of the potential we
have for future development.
For next year it is hoped that we will be able to
use a new dataset whi h will be greater in size, and
more hallenging in nature - perhaps as mu h as 100
hours if we an get su h data. It is expe ted that
we will repeat the sear hing task with a more foussed set of topi s, though we will still use multimedia topi des riptions. We are also likely to have
a variety of dete tion tasks su h as the o urren e
of fa es, text, amera motion, spee h and dialogue
properties, et . to be in luded in addition to the automati dete tion of shot boundaries as was done this
year. Finally, some parti ipants may use MPEG-7 as
an inter hange format. All of the de isions on these,
and other, topi s will be made over the TREC Video
mailing list in the oming months.
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